This drone surveillance system has been mainly developed to identify violent activities by individuals in large public areas. The system does so by first spotting each human in the image frame. Next, the body posture of each human is estimated which is then used to make a determination if two people are involved in violent activity.

The interesting properties of the class of ceramic materials called “ferroelectric -perovskites” have been used in wide ranging applications such as SONAR, ultrasound imaging, focusing of mirrors in space telescopes, heath monitoring of structures, automobile industry, etc. These materials produce voltage on being stressed and can change shape on application of electric-field. The latter phenomenon is known as electrostrain. The larger the electrostrain, the better the material can perform. Most piezoelectric ceramics exhibits electrostrain in the range ~ 0.2 - 0.3 %. For the first time, we demonstrate that ceramic, which is very easy to make, less time and energy consuming than that required for making of a single crystal, can show electrostrain greater than 1%. We achieved an electrostrain of 1.3 % by compositional design of the material system BiFeO3-PbTiO3-LaFeO3.

The magnetic fields of many planets are approximately axial dipoles. To understand why the dipole is preferred, the evolution in time of a seed magnetic field is studied using a rotating dynamo model. It is shown that the growing magnetic field by itself excites helical convection over a range of length scales within the dynamo region [figure (a)]. The time scale for the growth in convection intensity roughly coincides with the time scale for the formation of the dipole [figure (b)]. It is also shown that the dipole forms from a chaotic state well before the eventual saturation of the magnetic field, implying that a planetary dynamo would have chosen its dominant polarity during its growth phase, i.e., during the early life of the planet.


Nano-scale patterns such as those found on the exterior surface of the eyes of certain nocturnal insects have implications in optoelectronic device design. This team of researchers has theoretically proved and experimentally demonstrated a novel moldable biomimetic nanoscale optoelectronic platform for simultaneous enhancement in optical absorption and charge transport in organic solar cells. Overall this work demonstrates a combination of tweaked biomimetic design and the use of unconventional robust structural materials as nanostructured optoelectronic substrates.

Nearly 40% of the total CO₂ emitted from burning of fossil fuel is absorbed by seawater and the deep-ocean contains nine times more dissolved CO₂ than the atmosphere. Microscopic carbonate-secreting organisms living in seawater, like coccoliths and foraminifera (shown in the figure), incorporates trace quantities of dissolved elements from seawater into their calcium carbonate shells. This research discovered that the isotopic composition of lithium, ratio of 7Li to 6Li, trapped within the calcium carbonate lattice is strongly correlated with pH of the organism’s growth environment. This result can be used as a new proxy for seawater pH to accurately determine the timing, rate, and extent of natural and anthropogenic alteration of the CO₂ budget of the ocean-atmosphere system.


Large fluxes of dissolved cations and anions, generated by the weathering of rocks, are transported by rivers to the oceans. In addition to rivers, groundwater also carries these ions to the oceans. However, the contribution of the submarine groundwater discharge (SGD) to the dissolved ion concentrations of the oceans is debated as it is not easily traceable in seawater due to mixing.

In a study published in the journal Scientific Reports of the Nature Publishing Group, Dr. Ramananda Chakrabarti, Surajit Mondal, and Dr. Shib Shankar Acharya from the Centre for Earth Sciences along with J. SreeLekha and Prof. Debasis Sengupta from the Centre for Atmospheric and Oceanic Science, IISc, have provided a direct evidence of the SGD-driven flux of Strontium (Sr) to the Bay of Bengal (BoB).

Metallic implants are used to replace dysfunctional bone joints (hip and knee) in patients suffering from osteoarthritis. The alloys used at present (316L, Ti-6Al-4V, Co-Cr-Mo), are stiffer compared to human bone and contain elements such as Al, V, Ni that have potential cytotoxic effects. Furthermore, they lack the necessary ability to bond with the surrounding bone (termed as osseointegration) or in other words are not bioactive. This has led to the development of new alloys that are less stiff, non-toxic and bioactive compared to existing alloys. In our work, we have developed a new high strength low modulus (less stiff) non-toxic Ti-Nb-Sn alloy for joint applications. Subsequently, we have employed a facile yet innovative approach to improve the ability of the alloy to bond with the bone. In this approach, the surface of the alloy is severely deformed by impact of hardened steel balls moving randomly in space at high speed. This process that is used to deform the alloy surface is known as surface mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT).


Mesoscale systems (MCS) are cloud clusters that extend to tens to hundreds of kilometres. Embedded within the mesoscale, there are groups of cumulonimbus clouds, or storms, with typical sizes of the order of 10 kms. This study establishes the interconnection between MCS’s and storms over India during the 2013 monsoon season. The authors used Doppler Weather Radar (DWR) data of summer monsoon low pressure systems.

The IISc team of researchers have designed a low cost wavefront measuring camera that can detect both the amplitude and phase of the captured light wave simultaneously.

Figure: (a) Captured image of the flow field using the developed wavefront camera. Cropped ROI image is processed for vertical density gradients. (c) recovered wavefront d) Recovered 3D-density distribution